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Abstract. In the Industry 4.0 area, there is an increasing demand for
highly customized products in small batch sizes. Final assembly opera-
tions are frequently targeted to embed flexibility and compensate for the
growing manufacturing uncertainties. Therefore, an adequately designed
and operated flexible assembly workstation is crucial. Converting the
flexibility needs into design and operational decisions requires versatile
formal models delivering generic descriptions of needs and capacities.
Skills form the central connector between products, processes and re-
sources. Here, a skill-centered model for describing resource activities,
the related production needs and flexibility impacts is introduced. The
model fits both plug and produce and design optimization settings and
goes beyond current skill-based modelling by offering a framework which,
by design, does not limit the applications and easily adapts to the desired
level of detail. One key strength is its ability to combine abstract and
executable skills. Next to the product-action skills, also assistive skills
related to operator support, parts storing, ergonomics etc. can be easily
modelled. The use of the model is illustrated by an example based on an
industrial use case from Flemish industry.
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1 Introduction

In today’s highly competitive environments, manufacturing deals with a lot of
challenges. One of them is increasing flexibility while keeping cost low and qual-
ity high. Final assembly operations are frequently targeted to embed flexibility
and compensate for the increased manufacturing uncertainties and customiza-
tion [15]. The individual resources and configurations in an assembly workstation
setting directly impact the overall plant-level flexibility through base flexibility
dimensions relating to the key components of a manufacturing company (person-
nel, equipment and material) [17]. Also, not only directly value-adding resources
have a high impact, but also resources related to operator support, part storing,
ergonomics etc. have an not to be neglected effect.
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In [9] it is recognised that a common formal capability-based resource model
is needed to allow rapid system design and reconfiguration decisions in hetero-
geneous multi-vendor production environments. This model should allow a well
thought-out design, objective resource selection and further reasoning during op-
erations and reconfigurations [5]. A lot of research in manufacturing is focused
on the development of models to describe products with information as design,
geometry and required processes. A standardized and universal applicable model
for resources producing or assembling these products is frequently neglected and
application- or vendor-specific [18]. In [7] the potential and importance of formal
ontologies to capture and share assembly knowledge is illustrated. They support
collaboration across the assembly design and process planning domains. Because
skills are identified as a connector between products, processes and resources,
the here-introduced model could form a building-block between product require-
ments, assembly sequences, resources, operations and their impact on flexibility
in an assembly knowledge store [1].

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes the current state-of-art
in skill-based assembly resource modelling. Section 3 introduces the formal skill
model and illustrates it’s use and key strengths with some clarifying examples.
Finally, conclusions and further research directions are found in section 4.

2 State-of-art

Several research projects have recently looked into skill- or capability-based mod-
elling in the manufacturing and assembly domain. Before further elaborating on
the current state-of-the-art (section 2.2), the different viewpoints on the meaning
and use of the term ’skill’ versus ’capability’ are highlighted (section 2.1).

2.1 Capabilities versus skills

It is recognised in literature that, for manufacturing and assembly, resources
can be best described by their skills or capabilities which mimic their capacities
and ability to complete tasks [11]. Resources in manufacturing are seen quite
broad and can be any physical entity, representing hardware and software, that
is involved by the execution of a process [5]. This includes equipment, operators,
parts, sub-assemblies etc.

The term ’capability’ was first used in literature together with the term ’com-
petence’ to describe high-level human qualifications in manufacturing. However
today it is also frequently used in more general formal models for the manufac-
turing domain [11]. A capability is in this context defined by [6] as ”the inherent
ability of the manufacturing system to perform change in the properties of a
material in order to produce tangible products”. According to [8] this definition
falls short on not including assembly operations and those capabilities which
don’t change the properties of the product but are required during production.
Capabilities however remain closely related to adding value to products [6].
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The term ’skill’ is sometimes used interchangeably with ’capability’ but is
mostly more focused on executable machine functionalities working bottom up
[8,11]. In [14] skills are identified in the robot programming context as ”re-
occuring actions that are needed to execute standard operation procedures”. In
[10] the term skill is specifically used for the superiority features of an operator
defining it’s worker performance in performing tasks. More broadly, skills are
seen as a connector between products, processes and resources enriched with
additional information [1,14]. A skill is also very broadly defined as ”the potential
of a manufacturing resource to achieve an effect within a domain [12]”. A lot
of overlap is found between both terms. Small connotation differences can be
identified but no real consensus can be found in literature. Skills seem to be more
frequently used on the lower execution level than capabilities, while capabilities
rather start from value-adding activities.

The focus of the here-introduced model is broad and in fact spans both terms.
Nevertheless, one term should be chosen. Because a more bottom-up approach
is envisioned allowing higher levels of detail for execution activities (but at the
same time also more abstract design activities), the term ’skill’ will be used.

2.2 Skill-based modelling

When looking into the development of skill-based models, Kocher et al. [11]
states that it is important to keep the model as general and open as possible to
enable reuse and future extensions. Next to models solely focusing onto the skill-
or competence-level of operators, two main categories of skill-based modelling
approaches can be identified [11,10].

The first category are formal models such as ontologies to create skill struc-
tures that can be used as a shared vocabulary or for optimization and reasoning
purposes. Most contributions start from the process or task that is translated into
a required skill [9,3,14,4]. Järvenpää et al. [9] developed a model to support ’ca-
pability matchmaking’ between product requirements and resource skills. Later
on it is extended with ’executable capabilities’ for task programming but without
a direct link between both [16]. Hashemi-Petroodi et al. developed a three-step
methodology to automatically reconfigure reconfigurable manufacturing systems
(RMS) [4]. Feasible assembly plans are set-up using a skill-based comparison of
the product requirements and RMS. The skill comparison is based on a semantic
matching process. The assigned resources are only afterwards checked through
a quantitative parameter analysis. Hoang et al. [5] proposed as one of the first
a more product-oriented approach to limit modelling and communication effort
during reasoning. In their model the skills of resources are represented as ranges
of product property values. However, the efforts needed to deduce the important
properties and keeping them updated is a disadvantage compared to the process-
oriented approach. In [11] a formal model of machine skills that directly includes
both a description of high-level and executable skills is presented. Their model
is an alignment ontology, built upon different sub-ontologies based on industry
standards. Because of the interlinking between various sub-ontologies, modelling
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is complex and does not adapt quickly to the desired level of detail. In [13] equip-
ment is uniformly identified via high level skills which can be matched with the
product-specific manufacturing requirements embedded in the product’s bill of
processes. From these high-level descriptions, executable skills are derived and
made available as services.

The second category focuses on the execution level including plug and pro-
duce environments where skills are used to encapsulate machine functionalities
for task-level programming [11]. In [1] a similar concept as in [13] is implemented,
but more focused on task-oriented programming. Here, skill descriptions are used
for the vendor-independent modelling of resources, processes and products. Their
taxonomy is mainly built on 5 top-level skills which can be subdivided into more
specific skills. Danny et al. [3] actively developed an openly accessible plug-and-
produce system using AutomationML and OPC UA. The concept of skill recipes
and skill requirements is used to execute the resource skills to fulfil the assem-
bly requirements. Rovida et al. [14] focus on an even more narrow scope and
specifically targets task level robot programming by providing robots with a set
of movement primitives on the controller level and skills operating as standard
operating procedures. The skills are implemented by the primitives which are
mostly inferred through autonomous reasoning by the robot.

All aforementioned approaches differ in their level of granularity, implemen-
tations, applications and modelling languages which makes it difficult to merge
and reuse them. The only common ground between all above models is the un-
coupling between products and resources via skills. However, none of them is
application independent and easily adapts to the desired level of detail.

3 Formal skill-model

The proposed skill-centered model describes and links resource capacities to the
related production needs via skills showing their impact on the ’world’. The
model is meant to be versatile and can be used during both the design and ex-
ecution phase to suggest reconfigurations or other optimisations. It is perfectly
suited for skill-based programming and scheduling of machine functionalities,
but also for the matchmaking between tasks and resources including constraints.
Futhermore it can link to operational data and serve as a base to analyse op-
erations and asses the performance and robustness. It is meant as a core model
which connects with different other models (resource model, skill condition model
and task model) and allows for application specific extensions.

3.1 Conceptual model

Figure 1 shows the conceptual skill-model. It is displayed using the Unified Mod-
eling Language (UML) notation to deliver an abstract view on the high-level
meta-model. This way, it easily shows the links between different aspects and
aids for easy problem understanding, analysis and documentation [2]. Different
software implementations are possible. Because of the high-level of interlinking,
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Fig. 1. Conceptual skill-model, represented in UML

ontology based graph databases seem the best suited for large examples and
data storage (Section 3.2).

Skills are the central element describing the applicable transitions between
states. The model recognizes the four dimensional nature of the skill concept.
Skills can be atomic or composed, process-independent or process-specific, product-
independent or product-specific and even resource-independent or resource-specific
[12]. First, it is easy to understand that skills can be decomposed into subskills
until they cannot be decomposed any further. When this atomic point is reached,
depends on the required level of granularity and is thus application specific. An
example is the skill ’transport’ that is composed of a ’pick’ and ’place’ skill. How-
ever, composition is also closely related to refinement, if different compositions
are possible, a refinement is required. Refinements add detail to the skills based
in the other 3 dimensions. The process dimension embeds more detail of the
related process in the states. An example is when the skill ’connect’ is specified
into ’welding’ or the even more specific ’arc-welding’ skill. The same applies to
the product and resource dimension, they both add more detail to the skill when
becoming more product- or resource-dependent.

The concept of states is used to model the impact of an action on the world
model. There can be different pre-, post- and hold-states with each it’s variables
and related conditions. Only the parameters actively used in the post state can
be changed by the skill and define the end state. Other parameters can be tracked
but will not change permanently because of the skill. In other words, skill states
contain the subset of resource parameters with additional conditions important
for describing the temporary and definite impact of the skill in the world model.

Specifically in this model, states are modelled by variables and conditions.
The variables should always be linked to properties of resources in the world
model. If a resource is not yet specified, the root object ’resource’ is used. Vari-
able conditions impose constraints on the variable, e.g. end state - position equal
to end position. In contrast to variable conditions, skill conditions stay on the
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level of skills and lay links and constraints between skills. Skill conditions form
a separate model and act as a blackbox within the skill model. Behaviour trees
and other constraints related to assistive skills are modellable via skill condi-
tions. By not limiting the number of refinements, the user can go as detailed as
necessary. By leaving the interpretation of ’skills’ open, different viewpoints can
be embedded. The next section further clarifies the model with an example.

3.2 Example application

The concepts of the model are illustrated based on an industrial use case from
Flemish Industry. The assembly of a compressor serves as an example, more
specifically the insertion of a rotor into the main housing is worked out. Figure
2 gives a detailed description of the skill ’insert’, worked out towards operators
and filled-in specifically for the compressor assembly.
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Fig. 2. Skill model example: executable operator insert applied on compressor assembly
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During the pre-state the position of both objects that have to be inserted is
important together with the shape. Do the objects fit? Are they insertable? The
variables directly link to the parts that are manipulated during the insertion.
After the skill has taken place, the positions should again be checked and the
objects should be aligned. It can be seen that the shape of the objects is impor-
tant to check if the insertion is possible, but the skill does obviously not change
the shape. Therefore ’shape’ is not embedded in the post-state. The hold state
is used to prevent collisions between the parts during insertion. The model is
that detailed that sensors and operator input could be linked to the model to
follow up execution. At the same time, in depth information related to assistive
skills is available. Because the insert is specified for operators a skill condition
is added which imposes the need for a resource which instructs the operator e.g.
pick-to-lights, smart glasses etc. Skill conditions can be used to add that kind of
assistive skills, but skill conditions can also ask for resources which can store the
parts, for tables etc. The skill conditions also impose that the sub-skills should
be handled by the same executing resource and be available concurrently. A less
refined model of the skill insert can also be added to all resources that have
the capacity to insert. This way a process-, resource- and product-independent
model will allow easy comparisons between different resources. Can I use a robot,
or is an operator more appropriate? The states will then only highlight the more
general variables and related conditions. No information on e.g. specific parts or
assistive skills will be added. Note that the example is somewhat simplified to
keep it printable. Additional states and variables could be added. Nevertheless,
this example shows in a comprehensible way the key-strengths of the model.

4 Conclusion and outlook

The design of flexible assembly workstations and optimisation of the execution
thereof requires multidimensional and versatile formal models. Skills form the
central factor in describing all manufacturing resources and easily link them to
production requirements and product flows. In this contribution, a skill-centered
formal model is presented which stands out by combining different concepts
coming from both the design and execution point of view. The model combines
high-level and executable skills and opens the door for assistive skills required to
embed, not directly value-adding, peripheral equipment. The model should be
further validated, however the applications seem broad and the model seems to
easily adapt to different levels of granularity and detail. It is also not obligatory
to fill in all details, which is an advantage in contrast to existing models to
manage the complexity.

A major drawback of formal models remains however that they always in
the first place result in an additional effort. They have to be created next to the
real implementations. The strength should come from a broader knowledge store
combining all info and facilitating optimisations and new designs in the future.
Because of the decoupling of resources, products and processes via a central skill
model, data should be more easily and consistently changeable and extendable.
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This way experience and knowledge can be consolidated and will not be lost.
Firstly, the model will be further validated via additional use cases from industry
and adjusted where necessary.

In future work, the task, resource and skill condition model will also be
further elaborated. Extra arrangements will be proposed for the definition and
meaning of skills, this is key for a neat and well-ordered assembly knowledge store
but is nowadays application specific. Nevertheless the formal model will remain
the core which opens up compatibility with future plug-ins and to create a shared
vocabulary links to standard terminology found in literature and recognized
standards will be added.
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